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The coupling between a quantum dynamical system and a two-level-system reservoir is analyzed
within the framework of the Feynman-Vernon theory. We stress the differences between this reservoir
and the well-known bath of oscillators and show that, in order to obtain the Langevin equation for the
system of interest in the high-temperature regime, we have to choose a spectral distribution function
J(co) that is finite for co=0.
(F(t)}=0. (2)
One possible way to achieve that is by coupling the
quantum system of interest to a reservoir. ' Under very
general conditions ' we can choose the reservoir to be a
set of decoupled harmonic oscillators, each of which has
a di6'erent characteristic frequency &uk. These frequencies
are distributed in such a way that the spectral function
J(co) is given by
geo for cu(Q, andJ' '= 0 fo. )n
in order that the two-time correlation of the random
force becomes
(F(t)F(t') }= e ' " ' 'r)A'co coth dco,—iso(t —t ) pRco2' 2
(4)
where p= 1 /kT and a cutoff frequency for co is assumed,
say Q. In the long-time and high-temperature limit
~t —t'~ »0 ' and p»A~t —t'~
one obtains
(F(t)F(t') }=2qkT5(t —t'),
which is the classical two-time correlation of the random
force.
In the past two decades, there has been great e6'ort in
bringing out a theoretical treatment of dissipation in
quantum systems whose dynamics is described by the
Langevin equation
mx+7)x+ =F(t),av
Bx
where F ( t) is a random force:
We propose here another kind of reservoir: a set of
decoupled two-level systems (which may be understood
as a projection onto the first two levels of the bath of os-
cillators) which is coupled to the system of interest by
&=As+&; +At, ,
where &s represents the Hamiltonian of the system we
are interested in and
N&;=—g JkXo.k=]
N
Nb= g o,k=] 2
We assume that the system of interest and the bath are
decoupled at t =0, so that the initial condition is given by
p(0) = e 'P(0)f3&b
as usual. We treat the interaction problem within the
Feynman-Vernon theory, obtaining for the influence
functional
+[x,y]=Tr~[e 'A, (O, t)A„„(t,O)],
where we have defined
A (O, t) —= T exp +—f Yt;(x(r))dr e
A, (t, O) =e ' T exp ——J &;(x(r))dr, (12)
where T denotes the time-ordered product and
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is the interaction Hamiltonian in the interaction picture.
We calculate 3 ~ and 2 ~ up to second order in the
interaction strength Jk, see Ref. 4
A (O, t)= 1+—f dr&;(y(r))
and
A„„.(t,O) =e
X 1+—f dr&, (x(~))0
, f dr f do 4', (y(r))&;(y(o))A2
f dr f do &,(x(.r))&;(x(cr))0 0
(14)
i&b t/fiXe b (13)
We evaluate the trace [see (10)] keeping the terms up to
second order in &;, and this leads to
~[x,y]=1—,f '« f 'd~I (~,(y(~) W, (y(.)) )+(&;(x(1))A;(x(o')) )g2 0 0
—(4;(y(r))~;(x(o )) ) —(&;(y(cr ))JV;(x(r)) )],
where the linear terms in (&; ) vanish, since &; has only zeros in its diagonal.
We can carry out the averages ( ) over the reservoir obtaining for the influence functional
(15)
F[q,g]=exp' %co~f dr f do. g Jz g(rg(o. )costa (r o) 2i—q(r)g—(o )tanh sinco (r—o )0 0 2 (16)
where
q=( x+y)/ 2, g=x —y .
Taking a continuous distribution of two-level systems, we define as in Ref. 3,
J2
J(co)=g 5(co —co )
a
and write the final form of the inhuence functional for the system of interest as
(17)
ficoF[q,g]=exp ——f dr f dcr f de J(co) g(r)g(o. )cosco(r —o ) 2iq(r)g(o —)tanh since(~ —o )fi 0 0 0 2 (18)
Now we may compare this inAuence functional with
that obtained in Ref. 3, for the bath of oscillators. If we
take the same spectral function as in Refs. 2 and 3, that
means J(co) =7)co0(Q —co), this new environment gives us
a very different behavior from the previous model. As we
easily see from (18) the imaginary part of the exponent of
the inhuence functional becomes explicitly temperature
dependent and its frequency dependence will not allow us
to write a "memoryless" damping term as before. This
only happens at very low temperatures (P~ ~) when the
damping term turns out to be exactly as before.
On the other hand, the real part of the exponent of the
inAuence functional has no temperature dependence at
all. The form of that term clearly shows that we cannot
ever write a diffusion coefficient for this case. This term
will always give a non-Markoffian diffusion process.
In order to recover the same behavior, as with the bath
of oscillators, one should work with a new J(co) given by
%coq~ coth for co&A, and2J''=0 f &n,
which is finite for co —+0 and temperature dependent.
Although at the present stage our results are purely
academic, we think this could be a reasonable starting
point for dealing with the relaxation of the magnetization
of a spin glass.
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2 — xWe have used the relation 1 —x =e, since we are consider-
ing only terms up to second order in the interaction Hamil-
tonian.
